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Dress Code
The purpose of a dress code is to set guidelines which will ensure a neat and modest
appearance that will serve us in representing our Lord, our school, and our family well. To
encourage students to dress simply and attractively and to ensure that the students’ appearance
is appropriate for a school setting, compliance with the following dress code is required for
students.
1. No jewelry of any kind.
2. No portion of underwear is to be showing.
3. All shirts must cover the entire midriff and boy’s shirts must be tucked in when not involved
with P.E. or sports.

What to wear
1. Burgundy polo shirt bearing the logo of Gateway Christian School is the accepted shirt for
school days.
2. A Gateway Christian School logo t-shirt with the school name will be required for field trips
and other designated days.
3. P.E. shirts are required.
4. Students should wear athletic shorts or pants, shorts should come to student’s knees.
(T- Shirts and P.E. uniforms can be purchased through Lake Uniforms – 352-787-7367).
The following can be purchased at the uniform clothing store of your choice. Please adhere to
guidelines as listed below.
4. Khaki or Navy Blue "school uniform" pants.
5. Khaki or Navy Blue "school uniform" shorts. Shorts must be at least mid thigh length.
6. Khaki or Navy Blue "school uniform" skirts, capris and skorts maybe worn by girls. Skirts
and skorts must be at least knee length.
7. Belts are required.

Shoes and Outerwear
1. Flat closed toe shoes are required to be worn at all times. Ladies refrain from wearing heels
unless given permission for special occasions.
2. Sneakers or Tennis shoes are required for all athletic activities.
3. Jackets with zippers or cardigans maybe worn during cooler weather. The color should be a
solid navy or gray. The designated school patch should be sewn on.
4. Hats and sunglasses should only be worn outdoors.
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